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Part I: Univariate Spatial Model (20%)

Directions: Do the following problem.

The nation is faced with a situation in which, if legislation isn’t passed, the level of income and
payroll taxation in the United States will rise from $2.0T to $2.4T.  If legislation is to pass, it
must follow the constitutional provisions for the passage of legislation, including the
presentation clause and the veto clause.  (Ignore the filibuster, because we haven’t learned about
that.) 

The following table gives statistics about the distribution of ideal points in the House and Senate,
along with the president’s ideal point.

House Senate President

Median 1.6T 2.0T 2.1T

Minimum 0.6T 0.6T —

First quartile (1/4) 1.2T 1.3T —

First tertile (1/3) 1.4T 1.5T —

Third quartile (3/4) 1.8T 2.1T —

Second tertile (2/3) 1.9T 2.2T —

Maximum 2.4T 2.6T —

Ia.  If Congress were to pass a bill to change tax revenue levels, what would the highest and
lowest possible revenue levels be in a bill that could possibly become law?

Ib.  Suppose the ideal point of the president is moved to 1.5T.  What would the highest and
lowest possible revenue levels be in a bill that could possibly become law?

For both of these, draw a diagram to illustrate your answer, and write a brief paragraph
explaining the diagram.
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Part II: Short Answers (24%)

Directions: Answer three of the following short answer questions.

1.  What/who is a veto pivot?

2.  What is the incumbency advantage, and what are two factors that are said to account for it?

3.  What is the swing ratio?  Why is the value of the swing ratio rarely 1.0?

4.  In his chapter in the Dodd and Oppenheimer volume, Joseph Cooper describes the presidency
as being “plebicitary.”  What is a “plebicitary presidency,” and what does Cooper say that
academics and journalists should do to help provide a balance to this situation?

5.  Before the passage of the 17th Amendment, what was the process that state legislatures were
required to follow in electing U.S. senators?

Part III: Essay (56%)

Directions: Write an essay on the following topic.  Please write on only one side of your blue
book.

In addition to the presidential election, tomorrow there will be a congressional election.  Write
an essay in which you discuss what the likely outcome will be, and why that outcome will be as
it is.  In writing this essay, include information from what you’ve learned about the particular
circumstances of this election (from the roundtables and your own independent reading) and the
larger body of knowledge that informs what we know about congressional elections in general. 
Avoid writing an essay that is motivated by your own partisan hopes.  Finally, discuss how the
results of this current election will set up the dynamics for the midterm congressional election in
2014.


